Mastery of Money™

Do you have money?
Or does money have you?

The Mastery of Money programme is wonderful, empowering and liberating journey into the world of money. So many internal conversations are triggered when we say “journey into the world of money”. Perhaps you instantly thought; “I’m not so materialistic / shallow”. Or “I’m not one of those people who will be wealthy”. Perhaps you instantly thought “money is the root of all evil, I am more than just money”, or maybe “I just can’t get enough”. Here are a couple of questions to provoke a more profound look at the topic.

1. Have a look at how much you believe you should be paid. How much are you actually earning? What do you believe could be the reason for the discrepancy?
2. Do you have the level of financial wealth / money that you would choose for yourself / your family?
3. Do you have money? Or does (chasing) money, have you?

The Mastery of Money course is built around the powerful principles of Consciousness Coaching® to empower you on both the practical strategies involved with money and building wealth, as well as the internal psychological aspects that support and sustain money and wealth in your life.

Mastery of Money empowers you in:

- Powerful tools and ontological laws for making money happen and letting money happen.
- How to gain the greatest value out of your spending.
- Support in aligning your money spending patterns with what is most important for you.
- The principles around savings and how to use savings for empowering your money psychology.
- Debt eradication
- Money shadows and how these reduce your power to attract or keep wealth.
- Practical Planning tools to complete your money past and keep the future of your money complete.
Graduates of Mastery of Money report that they:

- A great new awareness of how I love and value myself is directly related to how I love and value money.
- So much more than insights and a better relationship with money: You will meet yourself on a deeper level
- Expanding their money by increasing self-worth and having a clear purpose for their money
- Been brought face to face with why they have particular money situations and given the tools and coaching to transcend it!
- Explored and transformed their money beliefs and behaviours to empower self and others and to find freedom within the system."

Entry requirements

- Master 1 – A New State of Consciousness (The Awareness Process 1)

Course Components

- Creative Consciousness workbook

Course Delivery modality

- Classroom-based
- Experiential, interactive and group-based interaction
- Consciousness Coaching methodology and philosophy

Course Duration

- 3 days
- 30 hours